
IDENTIFY INDEFINITE PRONOUNS 

Directions: Underline the indefinite pronoun (or pronouns) in the 
following sentences. There are a total of 10 indefinite pronouns 
across these 9 sentences. 

1. Everybody enjoys a good movie. 
2. Does anybody have the time? 
3. One sang while the other played the guitar. 
4. Nobody knows the trouble I’ve seen. 
5. The secret was known by few. 
6. No, the secret was known by many. 
7. Calculus is too hard for some. 
8. Surely you recognize somebody. 
9. Is there anything that I can do? 

PART B INDEFINITE PRONOUNS AND ADJECTIVES

Directions: Underline the indefinite pronouns in the following 
paragraph. There are 8 in all. 

I went on another trip last week. Few have visited the park I saw 
because everyone visits Yellowstone. I saw something moving 
in the woods, but could not see it clearly. Then there was more 
movement and everybody saw it. It could have been a bear or 
maybe just the wind. Nobody could figure it out, but we had many 
guesses. The scenery there was gorgeous; one could see for 
miles. Anybody would love that one view of the valley because 
nothing on Earth is more beautiful. 
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1. Everybody enjoys a good movie. 
2. Does anybody have the time? 
3. One sang while the other played the guitar. 
4. Nobody knows the trouble I’ve seen. 
5. The secret was known by few. 
6. No, the secret was known by many. 
7. Calculus is too hard for some. 
8. Surely you recognize somebody. 
9. Is there anything that I can do? 
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I went on another trip last week. Few have visited the park I saw 
because everyone visits Yellowstone. I saw something moving 
in the woods, but could not see it clearly. Then there was more 
movement and everybody saw it. It could have been a bear or 
maybe just the wind. Nobody could figure it out, but we had many 
guesses. The scenery there was gorgeous; one could see for 
miles. Anybody would love that one view of the valley because 
nothing on Earth is more beautiful. 
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